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Vincke and Verstuyft are detectives of the Antwerp police department. This time they have to deal
with the Albanian mob and some problems in their own police division. DOSSIER K. is the long
anticipated successor to 'The Alzheimer Case' which won numerous awards and was sold to over 30
countries, among which the US (where it was released through Sony Picture Classics). This second
film based on a novel by Jef Geeraerts is a dense European thriller about passion, betrayal, revenge,
blind ambition and the inevitability of fate. Set against the realistic background of Albanian mafia in
Antwerp, the story brings the main characters Erik Vincke and Freddy Verstuyft into a disastrous
vortex from which no one seems to escape. this is one of the finer products of Belgian cinema.

jan verheyen, truly transcended his own abilities, by delivering this excellent piece of work. this is a
very well directed story, brought in a gritty, visual style. the acting is class. the story is wel paced,
balanced.the casting was beyond excellent.especially the Albanian actors convinced very much. also
an impressive composed soundtrack which have all the right elements to translate the gloominess ,
drama and tragedy very well.

if you like drama, you'll love this, if you like crimemovies, I can recommend this the only minor point
to me are some jokes, but those that didn't ruin the whole movie experience for me. highly
recommendable, not only for Belgian/dutch/Albanian people, but truly for everyone Dossier K is a
very well-made thriller, with all the right ingredients. It has an intelligent plot with an exotic Albanian
twist, good use of locations in Antwerp, interesting characters even for some of the bad guys, some
exciting shoot-outs and car crashes, and a hint of romance. It's a high-paced, adrenalin-soaked
movie without any flaws.

On the other hand: it's just that. A well made thriller, a little bit better than the run-of-the-mill
Hollywood product, but not much. It's quality entertainment, but not a movie that sticks in your mind
afterward. Nor does it offer any food for thought or discussion. The good thing is, it doesn't pretend
to be more than it is. 646f9e108c 
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